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Abstract—In treating asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD), acquisition of authentic and effective feedback from patients on regimen adherence is difficult. Face-to-face and oral reporting methods do not satisfy current intelligent medication best practices. This paper presents a system to track and analyse daily inhaler usage. A portable electronic device that attaches to the inhaler uses an accelerometer and capacitive sensors to detect users’ motion and an embedded digital microphone to capture sounds while the inhaler is in use. In terms of analysis, sound features are extracted, and breath phases are identified by employing a hidden Markov model (HMM) with a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). A feature template is also constructed and used to search for and identify ‘canister pressed’ events. The system provides objective feedback, quantifying asthma and COPD patients’ adherence to medication regimens. Although interest in asthma adherence to medication regimens is growing, there is still a relative paucity of research and, indeed, compliance devices in this area; the tracking system can help doctors better understand the patient’s condition and choose an appropriately treatment plan. At the same time, patients can also improve their self-management by system feedback.

Index Terms—Acoustic monitoring, breath phase identification, inhaler techniques, HMM-GMM, RF, SVM

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of patients with asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is gradually increasing. A recent projection predicts COPD will be the third leading cause of death in much of the world by 2020 [1]. Typical treatment for asthma and COPD is inhaled medications, but this requires good co-ordination of inhalation and exhalation, especially when using the metered dose inhaler (MDI) technique [2]. Appropriate use of the MDI technique can deliver the correct dose of medicine into patients’ lungs; however, one study showed that only 14% of patients with asthma used their MDI correctly, while accurate use for COPD patients was 15% [3].

To achieve therapeutic benefits, it is critical that patients use inhaler techniques correctly and that doctors and health providers understand patients’ conditions and the necessary treatment. Currently, the ability to assess how regularly and effectively patients use their inhaler on a daily basis is limited. Such assessment of patients’ inhaler technique is usually done face to face by a health provider, which is, in practice, highly inefficient. Some inhalers are designed to provide time of use as well as dose count, but few can provide any indication of whether doses were inhaled correctly or at all. Few devices allow accurate and objective assessment of how patients use the full range of inhalers on a daily basis during routine care [3-5].

This low rate of accurate use and the difficulty of confirming adherence implies that patients are often not compliant with health providers’ or doctors’ recommendations. Incorrect use of inhaler techniques is a significant factor in prescribed treatment [6]. Moreover, poor inhaler use also unnecessarily increases medical budgets and pressure on healthcare organizations, while patients suffer from inefficacy of treatment and other potential problems. Currently, dose counting is used to track patients’ inhaler use in clinical trials [7], but only a limited number of inhalers have in-built dose counters (usually they are expensive; these are not inhalers that would routinely be prescribed in practice). Furthermore, tracking daily inhaler use is still difficult due to the lack of a reliable method [4]. Thus, there is a considerable space for improvement in assessing whether patients are taking the right number of doses. It is clearly important, given the rate of nonadherence in asthma and COPD patients and the known adverse, potentially life-threatening, consequences of lack of adherence.

An algorithm to identify breath sounds is also significant to the implementation of adherence analysis. One study used power spectral density (PSD) to discriminate between inhalation and exhalation, with an accuracy of 92.8% in a relatively silent environment [8]. Discrimination of inhalation and exhalation is based on a single segment of breath sound. However, a serial raw-audio signal not only contains multiple segments of interest but also contains unexpected information, such as voice, music, and noise. It is thus necessary to demarcate breath sounds within a raw audio signal. One study detected inhalation sounds based on Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), with an accuracy of 89% [9]. Ruinskiy and Lavner constructed an efficient algorithm to label breath sounds in audio signals, with a correct identification rate of 98% [10]. Two studies used similar methods, template matching, to detect breath sounds. The template was constructed by using singular value vectors, which used singular-value decomposition (SVD) to degrade the matrix of MFCC, to represent the essential characteristics, and to increase efficiency.
Various methods are used for classification in analysis of acoustic sounds, such as artificial neural networks (ANN), k-nearest neighbors (KNN), the Gaussian mixture model (GMM), the hidden Markov model (HMM) and Time delay neural network (TDNN) [11][12]. For example, GMM was employed to classify acoustic signal of moving targets, its classification accuracy was up to 92.15% in mono input [13]. In practice, the duration of inhalation and exhalation is unpredictable. The variable length of each segment cannot be represented by fixed-size matrices. Therefore, classification methods are required to process the variably sized sequence.

This paper presents a system including hardware and software that tracks inhaler usage based on acoustic monitoring. The electronic device has low-power consumption, is miniaturised, flexible and can be retrospectively fitted to standard inhalers. The software uses efficient, embedded algorithms to detect and recognize inhaler use. The original sounds are truncated based on sound activity detection, with the aim of removing unnecessary silent parts. HMM-GMM, which is one of the most popular solutions in sequential prediction [14], is used to create an acoustic model and identify breath phases. The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used to model the feature distribution and can be thought of as a single state HMM. Usually, the GMM contains several mixtures to fit the input signal and then its mixture distribution is used as the emission probability of an HMM. The GMM is particularly appropriate in this context due to the variable nature of the signal being classified. Dose counting is also based on audio analysis, with basic audio features classified by a random forest and support vector machine (SVM) approaches.

II. System Design

To measure the rates of accurate inhaler use, this system is designed to monitor daily inhaler use and analyse the collected data. It provides assessments that show whether patients are in compliance with the recommended usage steps. The system has two main parts. The hardware implements automatic capturing and recording of breath sounds, while the software identifies breath phase and analyses adherence on a PC. The recommended steps of inhaler use (see Table I) were developed according to Asthma UK [15].

Three of the steps in the recommended instructions for MDI use are most significant and require good co-ordination of breath while pressing the canister. Therefore, the designed system focuses on tracking and timing of the breath phase. A system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

The *exhale slowly* phase has the lowest accuracy rate for all recommended steps. If this stage of the procedure is disregarded, accurate identification rises to 96.9% [16], which means that the exhalation step accounts for a large proportion of the failure to adhere to the proper technique. Therefore, the monitoring device must record the entire process of inhaler use. Tracking should be triggered, and the record-function should be run before the first exhalation. This triggering mechanism is implemented by a combination of detection of motion and touch. Furthermore, it also activates the system from standby status, which is a mode used to extend battery duration, reduce frequency of recharging, and minimise inconvenience of daily use. The triggered device then records the whole breathing progress and limits the frequency spectrum within a specific range via digital filters. Finally, raw audio data is labelled with a time stamp and saved to storage memory. Adherence is analysed on a PC, as shown in the right part of Fig. 1. It contains four parts, including data pre-processing (such as normalisation, hamming framing, and feature extraction), model training, construction of the 'pressing event' template, and fusion of the results. All sound data are split into segments. Each truncated part is then converted to a feature matrix of Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and normalised onto a common metric for further training. As for the canister pressed event detection, a fixed sliding window scans the whole

| TABLE I
| RECOMMENDED INHALER USE STEPS |
|-------------------------------|-------------------------------|
| MDI Step by step                 | Phases                        |
| 1. Shake the inhaler well before use | -                             |
| 2. Remove the cap                 | -                             |
| 3. Empty lungs of air before inhalation | Exhalation                   |
| 4. Place inhaler in mouth between teeth and close mouth around it. | -                             |
| 5. Inhale slowly, at the same time pressing the top of the inhaler once while continuing to breathe in slowly until a full breath is taken. | Inhalation & Spray            |
| 6. Remove inhaler from mouth, hold breath around 10 seconds and breathe out | Exhalation                   |

Fig. 1. System block diagram.
recording and extracts audio features, such as MFCC, zero-crossing rate, and spectral centroid. In the final stage, the trained classifier outputs the predicted result.

A. Hardware Architecture

A diagram of the hardware is shown in Fig. 2. Its purpose is to capture the user’s motion, record breath sounds and store data. The electronics feature low power consumption since the microcontroller is sleeping in standby mode most of the time. For reduction of static power consumption, this mode also turns off most of the peripheral components via a load switch chip. The cooperative triggering of the capacitive sensor and 3-axis accelerometer activates the microcontroller when the device is picked up and prepared for use. The activated microcontroller then switches on all peripheral loads, such as LED indicator, SD card, and MEMS microphone. According to empirical research on usage duration, the average recording is 25 seconds and the external memory stores this time-stamped audio. Finally, the microcontroller turns off the unnecessary peripherals and returns to standby mode until the next activation (program structure is shown in Fig. 3). The size comparison given in Fig. 4 shows that the electronics are very small and can attach to various existing inhalers with specific enclosures.

B. Algorithm Development

The inhalation and exhalation phases are characterized by significantly different spectral features, as shown by the example in Fig. 5. The spectrum of the inhalation phase is typically broad band in nature, extending from 20 to 8000 Hz. In contrast, the energy of the exhalation signal is maximal around 500 Hz and gradually falls away from this point.

Therefore, a method was developed for the automatic detection of breath sound in speech and identification of the breath phases. The algorithm consists of two main parts. The first is detection of the breath phases, which is used to train an acoustic model via supervised learning. First, during pre-processing, the raw signal is limited to filter out unexpected noise within the range 20 Hz to 8 kHz. Sound activity detection (SAD) is employed for slicing the temporal sequence while retaining the appropriate segments for the subsequent computation of the MFCC. In the next step, the labelled training samples are split into overlapping frames. A single frame is computed as an MFCC feature vector, normalised and the processed matrix trained via the GMM-HMM method; this yields an acoustic model. The test samples are used for
performance validation. Additionally, to quickly detect when the canister is pressed, a template is built. The final output is the merged results of the two parts, calculating the time intervals between identified locations. The whole process is shown in Fig. 6.

1) Breath sound pre-processing
   - Band-pass filter
     The raw signal passes through a Butterworth band-pass filter (BPF), which has a pass-band between 20 Hz and 8 kHz, to remove noise and enhance the accuracy. Outside of this band, analysis revealed that there is almost no contribution from the breath sounds. Attenuation of the out-of-band signal, which derived from a number of ambient sources (often percussive in nature) was therefore essential in maximising the signal-to-noise ratio.
   - Sound activity detection
     The implementation of SAD reduces the computation load and increases the efficiency of detection. It is based on the crest factor, expressed in decibles as
     \[
     Crest \_ \text{ factor}_{dB} = 20 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{f_{\text{peak}}(x)}{f_{\text{RMS}}(x)} \right)
     \]

     The crest factor reflects the ratio of the peak and mean levels and indicates the activity of sound when that ratio exceeds a given threshold. Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between the active sounds and the crest factor. Each margin of detection window is 10% of the raw sound, to maximise the retention of useful information.
   - MFCC extraction
     The feature extraction block separately divides the effective segments into overlapping frames; the window length and overlap between windows are 25 ms and 10 ms, respectively. Each of the MFCC features is computed and generates a vector. This process is shown in Fig. 8.

\[
\text{f}_{\text{RMS}}(x) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} x_i^2}
\]

\[
Crest \_ \text{ factor}_{dB} = 20 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{f_{\text{peak}}(x)}{f_{\text{RMS}}(x)} \right)
\]

\[
f_{\text{RMS}}(x) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} x_i^2}
\]

\[
Crest \_ \text{ factor}_{dB} = 20 \times \log_{10} \left( \frac{f_{\text{peak}}(x)}{f_{\text{RMS}}(x)} \right)
\]

\[
f_{\text{normal}}(x) = \frac{x - \mu}{\sigma}
\]

where \(\mu\) is the mean of the signal and \(\sigma\) is the standard deviation.
2) **Breath sound training**

A multivariate Gaussian model was employed to express the probability distribution of the feature matrix. This is given by [17]

\[
p(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \pi_k \mathcal{N} \left( x \mid \mu_k, \Sigma_k \right)
\]

\[
= \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{\pi_k}{(2\pi)^{\frac{n}{2}} |\Sigma_k|^\frac{1}{2}} \exp\left[-\frac{1}{2}(x-\mu_k)^T \Sigma_k^{-1} (x-\mu_k)\right], (\pi_k > 0)
\]

Where mixture weights \( \pi \), co-variance matrix \( \Sigma \), and mean \( \mu \) are estimated via the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, which aims to find the most appropriate parameters for a given fit.

The computed GMM is considered as a single and special state of HMM [18]. The emission probability of the latent state, in fact, is calculated by the previous step as

\[
b_j(x) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \pi_k \mathcal{N} \left( x \mid \mu_jk, \Sigma_jk \right), (\pi_k > 0)
\]

These observations \( X \) based on the output of states (such as inhalation, exhalation, and non-breath) correspond to the computed GMM distributions in the previous step and are shown in Fig. 9.

\( A_{ij} \) is transition probability. According to the Bayesian theorem, the posterior probability is expressed as follows:

\[
p(S_j \mid X, \theta) = \frac{p(X, S_j \mid \theta)p(S_j \mid \theta)}{p(X \mid \theta)},
\]

\( \theta = \{A, \mu, \Sigma_j\} \)

Using the conditional independence property [18], the expression takes the form

\[
p(S_j \mid X, \theta) = \frac{a_j(n)\beta_j(n)}{p(X \mid \theta)},
\]

\( a_j(n) = p(x_1, \ldots, x_n, S_j \mid \theta), \)

\( \beta_j(n) = p(x_{n+1}, \ldots, x_T \mid S_j, \theta) \)

Assuming the observed sequence \( X \) is known, the Baum-Welch algorithm can be employed to evaluate (6) to obtain HMM parameters.

In terms of MDI, the acoustic signal arises from the ejection of an aerosol cloud, by a propellant, from the metering valve [19], which then expands in an expansion chamber and is sprayed out by an actuator nozzle. Analysis of sample recordings shows a typical pressing feature indicated by a peak in the frequency domain within the range of 1600 Hz to 1800 Hz. Fig. 10 shows that the majority of the energy is aggregated on this sub-band and the rest is widely spread on the whole band. Furthermore, the graph of autocorrelation, shown in Fig. 10, displays periodic characteristics. Furthermore, it is hard to extract a fixed central frequency to identify the sound, because of changes in the container pressure and pressing jitter. Fig. 11 shows the major frequency statistics of 46 samples; the average frequency is 1658 Hz, and the standard deviation is 37.7. Therefore, to avoid unnecessary computation, a band gate is set within 1658 Hz ±10% to block any unsatisfactory signal, before the feature extraction process. Capturing the major frequency of the sound allows partial identification of the unknown signal, but only considering this will result in low specificity. Additional features are considered to improve performance and accuracy of detection.

[Image of a diagram showing latent variables with observed variables.]

3) **Detection of spraying**

Detection of effective usage (dose counting) is indispensable to recording the frequency and duration of medical usage of MDIs. It also reflects the patients’ dependency on the prescription, i.e. whether patients are decreasing or increasing their use. Therefore, detection must be effective and efficient.

[Image of a histogram showing the major frequency distribution.]
• **Extraction of acoustic features**
  a) MFCC is an appropriate feature to reflect hearing perception. Equation (7) normalises each coefficient and averages them:
  \[
  M_{\text{norm}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} M_j - \text{mean}(M_j) \quad (7)
  \]
  where \( M_j \) is the \( j \)th coefficient in the MFCC matrix and \( M_j \) is the \( j \)th sub-frame.
  b) The zero-crossing rate is an important feature in this detection. It is expressed by
  \[
  f_{zcr} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} (\text{sgn}(x[n]) - \text{sgn}(x[n-1])) \quad (8)
  \]
  c) The spectral centroid indicates the locations where most of the energy is concentrated. The brightness (in a timbral sense) of a sound depends on this. It is expressed as the spectral-weighted sum divided by its unweighted sum [20]:
  \[
  f_{ct} (n) = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} k |F(k,n)|}{\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} |F(k,n)|} \quad (9)
  \]
  where \( N \) is the fast Fourier length of each temporal block.
  d) The spectral spread describes the flatness of the spectrum; it is an indicator of the noisiness [20]. This feature is given by
  \[
  f_{ss} (n) = \left[ \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} (k - f_{ct}(n)) \cdot k |F(k,n)|}{\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} |F(k,n)|} \right]^{1/2} \quad (10)
  \]
  e) Energy entropy is the measurement of the distribution of energy. It is based on Shannon information entropy. Increment of energy entropy means the sound contains more uncertainty of energy and vice versa. It is given by [21]
  \[
  H(x) = E\{I(x)\} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \log_p (p_i) \quad (11)
  \]
  where \( p \) is the probability of obtaining useful information. According to this concept, the information probability can be substituted by the ratios of sub-blocks energy to the total energy. Therefore, energy entropy is defined as
  \[
  H(n) = \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \frac{|f_i(n)|^2}{\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} f_i(n)^2}, (M \leq N) \quad (12)
  \]
• **Classification method**

The classification step uses two popular classifiers on a small dataset. Random forest (RF) is a collection of ‘weak’ classifiers (decision tree) which are combined and contribute to a strong classifier [22]. It stochastically selects subset of features and generates several mutually independent trees. The output prediction is voted by the ‘weak’ classifiers [23]. The second classifier is SVM, which is a discriminative method that is implemented in regression and classification. Its classification strategy is based upon choosing an appropriate hyperplane that contains the maximum decision boundaries [18], [24], [25]. Recently, SVM has gained popularity as a classification method in areas of medical diagnosis and detection [27-30]. The hypothesis parameters of classifiers are tuned via a grid search function [31]. Fig. 12 shows the visual result for the continuous pressing test. The first row of the figure shows the SVM prediction and the bottom row shows the results based on RF classification. In Fig. 12, SVM and RF both require approximately 0.012 seconds for prediction of a segment fifteen seconds in length, thus showing similar performance with this small number of features.

![Fig. 12. Left: detections of pure audio; right: detections of audio in a noisy environment.](image-url)
4) Detection output

The final output combines all the detected events. Fig. 13 displays a waveform of actual inhaler use, in which the different steps are automatically labelled by the detection algorithms described in this paper. The transparent rectangles mark the locations of the breath timeline, while the dark square is the detected spray event and the time intervals within the steps are shown by hatched rectangles. This format provides useful information, such as the sequence of use steps, the duration of each step, and the number of doses. For example, Fig. 13 shows that the user held their breath for only a short time of a few seconds, which may cause the medicine to be immediately exhaled [32].

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Device-Triggered Evaluation

A study was designed to evaluate the reliability of the electronics and the collection of information, corresponding to the ease of use of the smart inhaler. The study took place over two days and included four volunteers. Before the study, the volunteers were given minimal training on the correct use of the device, and then they were asked to count the number of times they used the monitoring device and record it as a written record. Table II shows that a total of 62 uses were reported by volunteers, but due to false triggering, the devices recorded 65 audio traces containing 3 non-related records. After filtering out the incorrectly triggered recordings, the accuracy increased to 93.5%.

The electronics developed and used to acquire volunteers’ data is shown fitted to an inhaler in Fig. 14. At the time of writing, this inhaler is the most widely used design. As our system evolves and becomes more reliable, it is planned to trial it on a number of different inhaler models. Since the accuracy and reliability of the system is based upon an automated algorithm that identifies the various phases of the signal, we do not anticipate that the change of inhaler will affect the system’s overall performance.

![Experimental device](image)

Fig. 14. Experimental device.

B. Breath Phase Detection

In this test, healthy volunteers were divided by gender into two groups; in each group, one volunteer was trained in or had previous experience using the inhaler. Group 1 recorded a total of 60 breath sounds each, and group 2 recorded 20 uses for each volunteer. The test was carried out in an indoor environment. Table III shows that inhaler use of volunteers A, C, D and F, who had related experience, was correctly recognised at a rate of over 90%. However, for volunteers B and E, who were both inexperienced participants, the average accuracy fell to 88%.

As a result of unskilled operation, the breathing sounds are quieter and inhalation is slow. This results in lower accuracy of detection for volunteers B and D. Although more robust noise rejection algorithms are still being developed, preliminary tests to establish performance in the presence of noise has been assessed, as evidenced in Table III. The original high quality signals were degraded by adding randomly selected noise data, which included traffic and urban street noise. As shown in the final column, with an SNR of 25 dB, the accuracy of the system drops to a mean of 79.77%, in comparison to a mean of 92.83% under ideal conditions. The reduction of performance in the presence of noise is inevitable, but will be ameliorated by compensation algorithms currently under development.

![Analysis of adherence to proper usage](image)

Fig. 13. Analysis of adherence to proper usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volunteers</th>
<th>Use times</th>
<th>Recorded samples</th>
<th>Correct recordings</th>
<th>Audio duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>25s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF VOLUNTEER RECORDINGS


### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volunteers</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Recorded</th>
<th>Trained or used</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>SNR (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>87.9%</td>
<td>76.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>88.1%</td>
<td>74.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>81.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Y - yes; N - no

### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifiers</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.969</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C. Spray Identification

A total 130 samples were collected in an indoor environment, among which, 90 contained spray sounds and while the other 40 were irrelevant noises. Table IV shows a comparison of the performance of the two classifiers. After optimising the hyper-parameters for the two classifiers, RF results in higher recall than SVM, indicating that RF has strong discriminative ability for the relevant sample. However, the precision of RF is slightly lower than that of SVM. In this case, it is difficult to judge the performance of the two classifiers in this dataset. Therefore, a combinative average of the precision and recall was used as an indicator - F1 score. According to the F1 score, SVM shows better performance than RF, and its accuracy reaches 96.1%.

### IV. Conclusion

Tracking and quantifying the adherence of patients to prescribed medication regimes is an important factor in increasing the efficacy of treatment, especially with the rapid development of medicine technology. This paper presents a monitoring system that includes both hardware and software that provides a practical method for estimating the adherence of pMDI users to medication regimes. Although other methods are possible, based on artificial intelligence or machine learning, the algorithm presented here was efficient and robust, even in the presence of some noise. However, the system also needs improvement in future work. Detection is compromised in very noisy surroundings, such as on a busy street or in shopping malls; its accuracy degrades in such environments. Therefore, a noise estimation model for such common situations and breath sound enhancements are the next focus of research. Furthermore, the entire training dataset was collected in a quiet environment. In terms of signal analysis, a pure signal can reflect the characteristics of the target. However, this may cause the classifier to become incapable of generalizing, which can be considered as an example of an overfitting problem. Therefore, the collection of positive samples with different backgrounds is also a focus of future research. Initial tests suggest that the system has significant potential for the subjective monitoring of patients, aid clinicians in the analysis of compliance, and will ultimately improve medical self-management for users of inhalers.
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